However, other long-time Boulderites remind me, "No-it is Mount Sanitas-'San-I-Tas,'" referring to sanitaria, the real Latin origin and pronunciation, and the original site of Boulder Memorial Hospital, a historic Seventh Day Adventist hospital founded in 1895 by John Kellogg of the cereal dynasty, seeking health. Thus, Sanitas = Sanitary/ Sanitarium, of course, referring to health and places where people used to come to "take the air" and even treat, if not cure, tuberculosis and other conditions of the mind, body, and "constitution"-the original spa model for health, to which one day perhaps we will return. I used to work in this Seventh Day Adventist Hospital part-time, while I was pregnant and going to school full-time here at the University of Colorado, back in the mid 1960s. This hospital is now part of Boulder Community Hospital and has become the site for sports medicine and rehabilitation. It has declined over these years and now is being faded out for some corporate property development buyout. I notice the faded, worn signs and neglected upkeep as I pass it on this mountain trail today.
My hike up to Sanitas trail today brought a flashback of memories of my history on this trail; it also aroused in me the knowledge that a hike or walk does not have to be any one place, near or far, familiar or unfamiliar. Any hike or walk can serve the same purpose of awakening.
As I made my way on this cold yet sunny midday December trek, I had to take care as there were deep ruts from the recent 100-year Boulder flood that cut away the pathway of the trail and left it full of ditches, uneven footsteps, rocks, and gullies. Gary Snyder's words reorient me to flood and the uneven path on Mount Sanitas: As he put it, "Rain falls for centuries / soaking the loose rocks in space," "Nature is orderly. That which appears to be chaotic in nature is only a more complex kind of order" ("Dictionary.com, quotes," n.d.; "Good reads," n.d.). Knowing and understanding our watershed is a responsibility for our survival-to grasp the infinite order in the chaos of nature and life itself.
I was out of the country when the September 2013 100-year Boulder flood gushed down the canyons, destroying homes and land throughout Boulder County. Ironically I was on another pilgrimage at that time-in Tibet, Bhutan, and Nepal-pursuing distant mountain sites with their ancient stones and sacred spiritual histories, trekking on that distant land and narrow earth passage, all the way back to the birthplace of Buddha.
Both Gary Snyder and Priscilla Stuckey (2014), a naturalist, remind us we have a responsibility with nature and our relation with Her, to know, understand, and be in harmony with Her rhythm of the earth beneath our feet. Stuckey suggested a new period is upon us, whereby we are entering a new ecological era, where we can we expand our orientation to life; envision and place ourselves in the contours of land, root ourselves in the land, hills, mountains, and valleys instead of streets, buildings, and manmade contours and locations.
Water and earth create our landscape, so both literally and metaphorically we are now having to metaphorically and literally reorient ourselves to the hills, mountains, and valleys, the ruts and roots of earth, mind, and human spirit.
Today on Mount Sanitas (as in northern Spain, on an earlier sacred walking journey, El Camino, in 2005; as also in Bhutan, Tibet, and Nepal, more recently), I had to be mindful and full of care with where I placed each foot. Mindful attention serves as a walking meditation.
Today on the Boulder trail, as in Bhutan and Tibet, people passed me up and down; some glanced and smiled, others kept walking without any glance or look, few spoke greetings. Each experience, each person, each step becomes a teaching, a lesson and metaphor for people passing through our lives. Not too unlike, the seemingly circuitous repetitions of others passing by on a sacred labyrinth walk-others sometimes paralleling and intersecting with our walk, other times behind and ahead of us-still other times in harmony, flow, and oneness with us.
But today, as I continued my hike in the cold, I became aware of my footsteps, what was in my mind as I stepped on the reddened soil: snow covered, in some places melting and muddy, in others hardened by freeze on the path? What footstep was I leaving through my physical steps as well as my purposive energetic steps? What energy was I imprinting into the soil, the hardened earth? Was I orienting myself to the landscape and staying on the ups and downs of the regular path, or should I move to smoother, more even steps in the untrodden and protected meadow?
Was I energetically walking something honorable and positive into the Earth? Offering up a rhythm of harmony and making peace with the ups and downs? Were my thoughts and my consciousness consecrat-ing peace and caring into the earth? Or was I just stomping down the trail? No consciousness of my footsteps and what footmarks I was leaving behind? Was I honoring the gift, the miracle if you will, of being able to walk? Especially after my earlier life trauma where I was not able to walk or even lift my head for extended periods of time. (Today, I realized how much I cherished walking, especially as I watched an elderly man, slowly creeping, using ski poles to support himself down. I became aware that just walking and being able to hold my head up toward the sky was a miracle and a meditation in action.)
As Thich Nhat Hanh reminds us, miracles are not to be found in walking on water or walking on air, in the clouds; rather, walking on the earth is a miracle and where miracles can be found every day.
So I have hiked/walked this Sanitas trail these many 15 years and these past few days, being home from my usual travels and work, taking in the cold, the snow, and the sun equally; each day a miracle rising up and falling away of fresh snow, cold and dry, sweeping a path from my door; each snowflake a miracle-no two ever the same, how miraculous is that? Right in front of us, life's miracles jumping out and grabbing us, just as we open to each day or night or walk we take in our world and this time.
I awaken again to the miracle of walking as a continuation of the personal spiritual silent pilgrimage I took alone into the alone, in northern Spain in fall of 2005: El Camino as it is known, meaning "the way." Today's walk seemed like a continuation from then to a more recent pilgrimage to Nepal, Bhutan, and Tibet, with five friends/colleagues. My earlier "pilgrimage" (Watson, 2006) , used pilgrimage as metaphor for finding my way (the way) and raising new questions for myself: and for any of us. Such as, How do we walk through life? How do we get our footing to bring artistry of our being, inviting adventures and miracles into our lives, work, and world? What steps do we take that speak to who we are, our raison d'être?
Whether at home or abroad, whether on an isolated trek in a distant and foreign land, or whether you are right in the heart of a bustling city, a subway, or a sidewalk, "a spiritual pilgrimage serves as a metaphoric invitation to … engage in conscious, creative artful steps, imprinting self and society with Caritas (infinite love of humanity and life) into our life, our work and our world" (Watson, 2005, p. 289) .
From Private El Camino to Shared Bhutan 2013
So with the Mount Sanitas trek and the El Camino earlier pilgrimage as backdrop, I ventured into the unknown once again to engage in a new depth experience. From solitude on earlier treks to a shared journey was quite a challenging contrast for me-me, who is private and often alone seeking solace, silence, and solitude for my own processes and inner life experiences, to inform my outer life world. In my solo pilgrimage, always-trusting was a mantra and meditation, a lesson and a requirement: surrendering to trust-"having-to-trust in each moment."
Alone or with others, one has to give up control and predictability on any inner or outer pilgrimage. Something else takes over, larger than you; maybe it is Spirit, guiding you, your path, and your experiences. Each experience unfolds, and you have to learn to be present, be still inside and out, while the experiences and dramas of others swirl around you and also trigger your inner dramas. On a pilgrimage it feels like you are moving through a dream, molasses-like, transfixed and transcendent; detached, surreal, and yet fully real; transforming your conventional assumptions, experiences, and expectations.
On a pilgrimage, you surprise yourself, and others, allowing for honesty of personality to come through; spontaneity emerges, some loss of inner composure occurs, composure on which you have always prided yourself. Here you find yourself saying privately and out loud what you ordinarily would not express privately, and certainly not publicly. Maybe soul speaks openly and finds safe space to return to you, whereby you are changed enough with your patterned ways to receive spirit.
Just as on the El Camino path, the Bhutan, Tibet, and Nepal pilgrimage, "way markers" became symbolic and significant to help orient/reorient me and us to the present time, this now, this experience, this truth, and this learning to face it, face-to-face, even if it did not feel good or pleasant to do so.
Indeed, I did not like facing my true experiences and feelings in the moment. It was embarrassing and hurtful to find myself impatient, critical, and saying unkind and judging remarks. It was surprising to experience myself rejecting and feeling rejected. I think each of us on this recent pilgrimage experienced these surprise feelings and expressions, even as we made every effort to be kind and polite.
However, honesty of personal feelings on such an inner trek cannot be sugarcoated; the honesty and truth of our individual personalities had to be expressed and stated or the trip would have been for naught and a waste of everyone's time and money.
At the same time, because of the reality of being together, with our protective masks off, we were all together vulnerable and were all in our own way, learning self-tolerance and compassion. As we released our usual self-control and learned we were still accepted without repercussions or lack of love, we bonded more closely with each other. Indeed, as we said to each other at one point, after a heated confrontation between two of our group, "We could not be this way with each other if we did not love each other." Indeed we became a Caritas family and learned to love and accept the differences and personal traits or behaviors of each other; we got to know each other in a way that was more intimate and real and true because we could not be who we were not and sustain our integrity. So rather than hopelessly losing our way we were learning to stay on the path as we learned to be together with tolerance, love, patience, acceptance, and support. Authentic heart hugs released true love after any discord. We held each other in a bond of oneness; one heart beat as we harmonized our connectedness as One. We became Caritas-learning to live out authenticity and compassion and unconditional loving acceptance, creating safe space for each of us to have our own pilgrimage.
This bonding became manifest in small and grand ways, from, on bended knee, R tying the shoe of M; to physically holding onto each other up a steep cliff mountainside; to waiting patiently while one of us wanted to do still more shopping; to giving each graceful excuse, permission, and freedom of space and privacy when emotions flared and solitude was needed. Through these lessons and joint journeying, there we were, facing our selves and each other, without apologies, rather with vulnerability, patience, and acceptance. As Emerson noted, "it is one of the blessings of old friends that you can afford to be stupid with them" ("BrainyQuote," n.d.).
We learned, lived, and deepened our practice of Caritas friends as the days of the pilgrimage lingered, seeming impossibly long at first, then fleetingly short as time and experiences unfolded. In the midst of all the emotional, physical, and spiritual upheavals that may show up as surprises on a pilgrimage, there nevertheless is a slowing down, a passage toward self-reflection, catching self with your own passage toward silence, gratitude, simplicity.
Each of the personal and shared experiences and expressions that arose on our shared pilgrimage served as an entrance into unknowns and mysteries of inner recesses of our minds and emotions and soul journeys. This shared journey/so-journey became somewhat a miracle, where we each opened to and connected with infinite and finite vicissitudes of our lives and of life on Earth.
While there are grueling moments or even hours/ days on a pilgrimage, there is also joyous exhilaration and tears of beauty that touch the soul and cause one to bow down literally and enter one's heart center. Caritas centering and inner meditation and prayers, rotating the ever-present Prayer Wheels, tying Prayer Flags into the fabric of our life and world, weaving silent prayers into our own heart. Here in these distant lands, we encountered the complexities and chaos of the out world-now, transformed and translated into playing, suffering, loving, losing, changing-calling to a place deep within to encounter personal truth. Some say a pilgrimage is "facing the death of self" and facing one's own standing in the world with self/others.
From Tourist to Pilgrim

Kingdom of Bhutan: Epitome of One Caritas Pilgrimage
While we had to obtain tourist visas for this September trip to such foreign lands as Nepal, Bhutan, and Tibet, China, we entered the trip not as tourists but as pilgrims. We entered the journey open to being and becoming shaped by a distant spiritual worldly experience. We entered a world that we were not a part of but that was familiar nevertheless through encountering common and familiar human experiences, witnessing shared joy and pain, the give and take of all of humanity. We were awakened by the beauty of the faces of all those we met along the way.
Nepal and Kathmandu had a special appeal to me, with their teeming humanity and overt display of color, rituals, diversity of spirit and spirituality, contrasts of living and dying traditions, all made manifest with the temples, religion, sounds, candles, incense, fires, altars and practices, prayers and meditations of grand public and private display and intensity. Tibet too was a unique continuation of all the profound evidence of spiritually; it opened to a wondrous adventure into ancient history and lineage of Lamas, sacred sites and daily prayers, prostrations, reincarnations, and questing for universal hopes for humanity's evolution. There we found and experienced a direct connection with the Dali Lama, whom Tibetans refer to as the 14th Lama, now known all over the Western world as well as by Buddhist practitioners for his dramatic escape from Tibet. Tibet remains a sacred spiritual center and site for our world; it is a site and a trip into another land and world, which is rapidly changing, if not disappearing. It can be upheld as an icon for another world of hope, compassion, enlightenment-a geographic and physical embodiment of the Bodhisattva. Tibet as a geographic embodiment of Bodhisattva becomes a far and distant land and mental and physical location-a reserve to preserve, to do good, to serve humanity. Tibet represents and symbolizes for all of us a walking pilgrimage of life on the path to awakening-seeking an ultimate state out of pure compassion toward all beings. Tibet remains a location and state of Being, upholding a worthy and noble endeavor toward higher human consciousness.
In spite of all the wondrous, even mystical and heart-opening adventures and deep experiences in Tibet and Nepal, it was nevertheless Bhutan that captured my heart, imagination, and vision for another world and time and consciousness for our planet.
Bhutan is surrounded by India and China; it is a small, peaceful country with a population of just less than 700,000. It is steeped in Buddhist traditions, history, value practices, and ceremonial cultural occasions. What is especially intriguing and enchanting about Bhutan is its happiness policy: the gross national happiness (GNH) index. There is a GNH commission that reviews all the policy decisions for any changes in the country, from education, health, tourism, environment, and government to entrepreneurship.
One of the basic premises of the GNH philosophy is that much of happiness is derived from helping others. The policy and philosophy parallel the views of Caring Science and Caritas-in that Caritas at its Latin core meaning translates into charity.
Indeed while we were in Bhutan, en route from Thimphu, the capital town of Bhutan, to the mountainous 14,000-meter village of Punakha, our small group was privileged to have an audience with a young incarnate child Lama. At the young age of 9 years he spoke excellent English and gave a teaching on enlightenment. His first principle and practice for becoming enlightened is the following:
• To practice Charity. • This was followed by focused interest with applied intention (using your talents; idleness is to be avoided). • Next, living a life of gratitude.
• Next, one of the hardest things to learn is patience. • And last, practice of active meditation.
All of these practices and teachings, which he espoused from Buddhist and universal truths, are surprisingly congruent with the writings and philosophical underpinning of Caring Science and Caritas human caring theory and practices for healing. So it was no wonder my heart jumped when I heard him speak with such simplicity and universal wisdom about the view of charity. The view of giving yourself in service to the world continues to affirm me perhaps even now that we are back in our own world; we have not, did not, lose our way on this unknown trek; rather our path toward living Caritas in our lives and work and world was bolstered by this ancient young incarnate Lama, speaking and teaching to our hearts, beyond his years.
That teaching of the young incarnate Lama was not the only thing that bolstered my heart and soul as I entered and experienced this precious kingdom of Bhutan. To step into such a faraway, remote, and distant world, even in our mind's eye, and to experience in an entire country a collection of people who all share the same higher consciousness and belief system-such a wonder is a miracle and metaphor of hope for this tumultuous world of conflict and wars in which we now live.
It makes us wonder about the madness of our current so-called evolved civilization.
How can a country with a GNH index and vision sustain the pressures of the outer world fixated by gross national product indexes and the economy over products that can be bought and sold in the marketplace for any price and any bidding, which powerfully supersedes all concerns for humans, environment, health, education, and the planet?
Is there a way that GNH can overcome gross national product over concerns for an evolved humanity, a shared consciousness of artful living as a form of charity/Caritas-love, as a path toward happiness-perhaps that is the lingering question for our world today. Perhaps that is the most pressing question, similar to Einstein's response to the question, What is the most critical question facing humanity? Einstein's reply was, Is the universe friendly? Perhaps that rhetorical question, Is the universe friendly? is at the root of our collective human pilgrimage and a quest for humanity's path toward enlightenment. Not that any people or country or consciousness is perfect, but a pilgrimage toward another way of living and being, moving toward higher/deeper consciousness to sustain caring and healing for humanity and our Mother Earth are worthy of universal pilgrimage today. Into the 21st century, while needing ancient wisdom and truths to guide us home, back on the way to the path that serves the whole.
We need "way finders," which all pilgrims seek and to their surprise find right in front of them. So my work of 30 years in caring got reaffirmed in a small and distant land by a child Lama, incarnate with universal spiritual truths to help save and serve the world today: A return to love-to Caritas.
However, all of the Bhutan experience was not innocent. Just as there is the incarnate child Lama with his wisdom and truths, Bhutan has a history of another Lama, Lama Drukpa Kinley, who lives on today, known as the "Divine Madman"; nevertheless he remains one of the most beloved saints in Bhutan. He broke all the norms of conventional tastes by pushing the mores and norms of his time and even now. He sanctified the penis as "the Divine Thunderbolt of Wisdom." Thus, the phallus has been everywhere in the Bhutanese culture and Bhutanese homes since the 15th century. Our group experienced some of the manifestations of the cultural methods as expressed through poetry, songs, dance, and humorthe way of the crazy wisdom master, not too unlike the sixties spirit in the United States with sex, intoxicants, and rock and roll as the divine way. While these Divine Madman practices are not evident as the right way today, there are very visible, distinctive incarnations of the penis through ubiquitous artwork and public monuments. As they say today, the painted phalluses are projections you make.
Underneath it all, the phallus is presented as a metaphor for the way you see your own mind and its projections. It is tinged with both humor and temptation to reveal intolerance and shame. Ironically through this projection and adulation of the penis, this ancient Lama sought to teach people basic principles of Buddhism, such as intolerance, ignorance, attachment, clinging to the ego, and man's inherent superficial pride and guilt (Chhowing, 2013, p. 15) .
He became known for his crazy methods of enlightening other beings. Referred to as the Divine Madman of the Dragon Lineage he was ironically an accomplished poet and named "The Saint" by thousands of women. I include this story of the Divine Madman here as another example of the lessons that come in some unexpected and shocking ways and continue to shock us into waking up to the frivolity and superficial attachments humans create from set mindsets, being shocked into an awakened and reflective consciousness. Also the Divine Madman helps awaken us to the divinity of our sensuous and sexual nature and practices, especially when perceived in right relation. Sexuality of our maleness and femaleness is neither good nor bad but to be recognized, acknowledged, and treated respectfully as part of our natural being.
The other side of the Bhutanese story is the concept of living wisely, cooperating and working together for each other's success and survival. During the morning rituals, Bhutanese children offer their daily prayers and ask for protection and succor for all sentient beings before praying for their own wellbeing. Such humble, noble, and sincere actions are invitations to awaken each of us to reflect on our prayers and actions; what do we ask for in our prayers (Hui, Rui, Ning, & Hannah, 2013, p. 32) ?
Shenphen Zangpo, in his article about Bhutan called "Living Wisely" (2013), shares an ancient tale that reflects the Buddhist concept of interdependence, also called emptiness. He captures an ancient story of illness: each organ of the body fighting to be the most proud and arrogant organ with its most important function, more powerful and important than any other organ. Of course in such a story the human body's organ system leads to complete dysfunction, leading to illness and disease since the organs are competing and acting as separate and disconnected from all the other body organs and functions. Thus, the human becomes sick and eventually dies; likewise all the body parts become ill, and the entire organ system within the body passes away. Of course, it is a naïve metaphor for us to ponder such an insane notion, that each body organ acts independently of the whole body. Yet that is our mindset in terms of our relation with each other and our world today.
And of course this ancient tale is not about organs and the human body at all; it is about us humans and how we often forget we are in the same system (body of humanity and planet earth as one system); so each separate component acts like a separate, unconnected part. As part of the journey toward enlightenment, toward becoming Bodhisattvas, we awaken now or later to the fact that we are all part of the same world community: one heart/one world/a shared Caritas consciousness for survival. Such an awakening/an awareness/an expanded/evolving consciousness is pronounced in the children and adults and the public policies and values of Bhutan, making it an inspired hope for raising awareness that the well-being of others, our family, our community, our planet is also our well-being.
Finally, Bhutan stands out as a hoped-for way of life for survival of humanity and the planet Earth. What I discovered in Bhutan was the pure practice of Caritas: The simple but profound daily prayers and active offerings and actions of loving kindness, equanimity, and compassion for self and all sentient beings is transformative. The Bhutan consciousness in the end can be an inner and outer guide for any pilgrimage in any place in our world.
Finally, here in Bhutan, on a private and collective outer/inner pilgrimage of existential/spiritual soul longing, I found a heart-centered reality; not only through the Bhutan experience but through my personal experience and bonding with my friends and so-journers who shared these journeys and awakenings with me. Together we learned firsthand the Bhutan ancient tale: true interdependence/oneness of being and becoming. We experienced bonding in these foreign lands that we all are connected and we all belong to the infinite field of Universal Love. We now thus have a moral responsibility to sustain our divinity, our continuing spiritual pilgrimage to affirm our relation, our harmony with the earth, our uniting as one world, one heart.
As nurses, friends, and colleagues in Caring Science practicing Caritas together as part of this great whole, we contribute to the evolution of a moral community of caring-healing and health for the whole of our life and world.
